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Summary

Since the introduction of digital measuring equipment there has been much discussion about the
determination and calculation of lightning impulse (L1) parameters, as described in lEe 60-1.
The problem is that the rules for evaluation of the L1-waveforms are not unambiguous when
using fast state-of-the-art digital oscilloscopes and digital evaluation. Further it is appropiate to
investigate whether or not the dassical parameter set is the most indicative for the behaviour of
insulating materiais, because this is very questionable. For example: Does an oscillation have
influence on the breakdown behaviour or is it allowed that an oscillation exists on the Iightning
impulse?

A.European project has been started to investigate the influence of different parameters
characterising a lightning impulse. By generating different lightning impulses with different
parameters the breakdown behaviour of ail is investigated.

This report handles about a part of this project. A test circuit to generate the differentwaveforms
is designed, simulated and built.
A literature study has been done about the different methods to evaluate the different
parameters. A measuring system to measure the oscillations and the overshoot is developed,
built and tested.

All the desired waveforms can be generated. There are two different circuits available to
generate the different oscillations on the standard lightning impulse.

A specific measuring system is developed for this project: a differentiating-integrating system.
This measuring system is designed, built and tested. It appeared that the calculated qualities of
the system are correct in practice. Sa the differentiating-integrating system can be used.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Framework of the project

Since the introduction of digital measuring equipment there has been much discussion about the
determination and calculation of lightning impulse parameters, as described in lEe 60-1.
The problem is that the Nies for evaluation of the L1-waveforms are not unambiguous when
using digital evaluation.
Different laboratories are using different algorithms which are all acceptable but the differences
in the obtained parameters are significant

When using digital measuring techniques the evaluation of the impulses does not have to be
done manually anymore. Further it is appropiate to investigate whether or not the dassical para
meter set is the most indicative for the behaviour of insulating materiais, because this is very
questionable. For example: Does an oscillation have influence on the breakdown behaviour or is
it allowed that an oscillation exists on the lightning impulse?

The introduction of new parameters or the maintaining of existing ones can only be done with a
sound physical fundament Therefore the relevancy of parameters with their new definitions
which are chosen to characterise lightning impulses has to be proven. In order to ba able to do
this, an European project has been started.

1.2 EU-project

For the investigation of the problematic, which is outlined in the previous section, KEMA and
some other European organisations are participating in the European project: 'Digital measure
ment of parameters used tor lightning impulse test for high voltage equipment'.
All partners of the project are investigating different insulating materiais. First KEMA has to
investigate the behaviour of oil and later on perhaps the behaviour of SF,.
This report handles about the thesis that is a part of the second phase of this EU-project, done
at KEMA.
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1.3 The thesis subject

In the second phase of the EU-project, the test ciraJit had to be designed, simulated and built
This ciraJit had to be tested with oil as insulating material.
My task in the project includes the following:

• Uterature studies to the evaluation of parameters
• The design, the simulation and the first tests of the ciraJit that generates the different

waveforms.

• The design, the construction and the testing of the measuring system for measuring the
oscillations and overshoot.
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2. Evaluation of parameters according to the Iiterature

Within the thesis a library study had to ba done. The subject of this study was the different
methods to evaluate the different parameters of a lightning impulse. In this chapter the
findings are given and the references which are given in the text below can ba found in the
references.

2.1 Introduction

When components are tested with a voltage above 1 kV the standard IEC 60-1 applies. This
standard says what waveform has to ba generated and how this has to ba measured.

According te IEC 60-1 the lightning impulse is charaderised by three parameters. These
parameters are:

• the peak voltage (Up)

• the front-time (T1)

• the time-t~half value (T2)
The standard lightning impulse (SU) is shown in figure 1.
U

T1 =1.67 * T

T' = 0.3 * T1 = 0.5 * T

Up

T
+--T101 .- ---::T~ ... I

0.5

0.3

1.0
0.9

Figure 1: Standard Iightning impulse
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Figure 2: Scheme determination parameters

At present the determination of the different parameters is done in the way that is given in
figure 2. The evaluation of the parameters characterising lightning impulses with overshoot
andlor oscillations requires often the identification of the mean aJrve. The mean aJrve is a
waveform without oscillations andlor overshoot, which fits the original measured aJrve the best
according to engineering judgemenl
When only analogue oscilloscopes were available on the markelo the mean aJrve had to be
drawn manually. The thickness of the oscilloscope traee in conjunction with the thickness of the
line drawn as the mean aJrve made it unnecessary or impossible to disaiminate between the
different possible mean aJrves.

The use of digital recorders for high voltage measurements offers many advantages. One
special advantage is the possibility of evaluating the impulse parameters using mathematical
tools. Different laboratories have developed different software packages tor this evaluation, they
all determine the parameters in another way. By questionnaire it appeared that large spread of
some parameters determined trom different mean aJrves has been obtained. This spread is a
problem, partiaJlar1y with respect to calibration, when it is important to have dear definitions and
rules.

There exists a standard that handles about digital recorders for measurements in high voltage
impulse tests. This is standard lEe 1083. Part 1 handles about the requirements for digital
recorders and part 2 handles about the software used for the determination of the parameters of
impulse waveforms.
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One part of the standard IEC 1083-2 is a Test Data Generator (TDG) consisting of 15 reference
curves with reference parameters (peak value (Up), front time (T1), time to half value (T2), etc.)
[6,26].

The aim of the TDG is te offer the possibility to software producers and users to verity that a
specific software package complies with the standard. However, it does not completely soIve the
problem, since it does not ensure that a verified software package WOrKS correctly for other than
the TDG impulses.
In addition, the accuracy requirement in the analysis of the parameters is high and the probability
of error is not negligible. Clear and unambiguous rules are needed for the evaluation of impulse
parameters trom the digital record.
It should be said that it will never be possible for the software to determine the waveform
parameters correcUy of every possible waveform [8].

Digital records of impulses allaN tor a variety of possible analysis methods which may be more
relevant to high voltage testing than only the evaluation of U, T1en T2.
It needs research te establish particular new parameters and more examination is necessary for
the evaluation of Iightning impulses with oscillations andlor overshoot to utilize the advantages
and accuracy of digitaI recorders.

2.2 The mean curve

In the previous section itwas explained how according to IEC 60-1 the parameters of a standard
Iightning impulse have te be evaluated. There are several proposals to complement andlor
modify the current IEC 60-1 standard.
In the tollowing the different possible methods for drawing the mean curve are desaibed.

When there are oscillations andlor overshoot it might be necessary te draw a maan curve. In the
standard is said that the mean curve only has te be drawn if the frequency of the oscillations is
not less than 0.5 MHz or the duration of the overshoot is not larger than 1 I.Is.
These values (0.5 MHzl1 I.Is) have been obtained trom breakdown in air, but it is necessary to
consider their validity for modem insulating materials (SFs•XLPE. vacuum).

When a mathematical procedure is specified, the mean curve should be the curve that fits the
best to the recorded impulse. The mathematical function (MP, RMSP see below) should be
minimized to get the maan curve.
If no model is specified the operator experience has to be used for drawing the mean curve.

Different models and mathematical procedures were proposed to draw the maan curve.
The first decision is if one maan curve is drawn or if several mean curve segments are drawn.

• The entire recorded impulse. from the origin to the end. can be replaced by agiobal mean
curve (GMC) [1].

Evaluation of parameters accorrling to the lit. 13



• Only a mean curve should be drawn trom origin to just after time to half value or eventually
time to chopping [9].

• Mean curve segments should be drawn in zones where oscillations and/or overshoot appear
by simple observation (called LMC = Local Mean Curve) [9].

• lt is not necessary to draw the mean curve to detennine the peak value and the overshoot
duration. The evaluation is done in accorclance with later desaibed methods [9].

There are several methods to see what is the best fit to the recorcled impulse.

• The best mean curve has been selected with the minimum noise aïteria: the less the mean
noise is the better mean curve is [3].

• The absolute mean value of the residual curve within a specific time interval has to be
minimized (MP, Mean Perturbation) [9].

1 a,
min] ~ ) JRft)· dtl

a2- al a,
1

• The root mean square of the residual curve within a specific time interval has to be minimized
(RMSP, Root Mean Square Perturbation) [9].

2

• The linearized or non-linear regression of the mean curve has to be minimized [9].

• The mean curve should be fitted to the recorcled impulse without slope variations on the outer
limit points where it matches with the recorcled impulse [9].

The different mathematical procedures to draw a mean curve are:

* Aglobal mean curve can be drawn by means of a double-exponential function. This is effective
if the test object has a small inductance [14]. The double-exponential function can also be used
for drawing local mean curves in zones where noise or oscillations should be removed [1].

* The mean curve is the one that follows the quadruple-exponential model:

M(t) = Ao•( e-a(t+to) - e-b(t+to)) • (1- BI· e..:ft+tor)

and gets the best fitting in accorclance with the MP-equation.

3
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This fitting has some convergence problems and it needs long calculation time [2].

* In some cases spline fitting might be better than exponential fitting [9].

* Digital filtering is also acceptable to obtain mean curves. Digital filtering is typically used to
remove oscillations which are faster compared with the time constants of the impulse [9].
A problem with filtering is that it is impossible to make one type of filter with fixed filter
parameters which can be used for every oscillation present on the front [8].
One filter is the savitzky-Golay filter. This is a particular type of Iow-pass digital filter used for
smooth noisy data. This noise can easily be eliminated applying a savitzky-Golay filter with a
higher order.
This filter can be a great tooi to eliminate noise, pre-trigger and to evaluate the overshoot andlor
oscillations. It can also be used as a preprocessor for the mean curve evaluation [22].

* Some filters work tor front-chopped impulses [9].

* A maan curve segment can be drawn by a straight line within a certain zone where the
frequency of oscillations is not less than 1 MHz [9].

* A local mean curve can be composed of one or several circumference arcs. This method
gives goOO results for impulses with oscillations, but for impulses with overshoot the results are
not satisfactory [1,17].

* Local mean curves can be drawn on the basis of third degree polynomials. The polynomial
fitting works weil especially on waves with superimposed fast oscillations, but is less effective on
impulses with very slow oscillations [1].

* The initial distorsion may be fitted with a simple exponential function, continuation of derivatives
are assured by means of a polynome of third degree. This is actually a three segment fitting [9].
The lower part of the impulse has Iittle practical effect on the insulation [15].

* There is a model that uses linear regression methods, this is expected to be efficient for full
lightning waves.
There is also a method that uses poIynomial regression [13,19].
* Wave parameters can ba determined with the so called Newton-Raphson method. This
method is only effective when there is no noise on a numerical data and when the given first
initial values are quite dose to the exact answers which are to ba sought for.
This method gives goOO results from the view of experience with analogue oscillograms [16,18].

* The Leveoberg-Marquardt (L-M) algorithm is the algorithm that fits recorded impulses to four
different functions (double and triple exponentiai), conduding that depending on the impulse
shape one or other model is more appropiate.
The L-M method is a combination of the Newton method and the steepest decent methods
[15,16,18].
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* The smooth impulse model generalizing the existing ones used with the developed Kalman
filter offers good results in all cases [3].

* Allow the user to piek the most suitable mean curve trom a family defined by the standard [15].

* There is some self-adaptive evaluation software for high-wltage impulse tests and calibration
of digital recorders and impulse calibrators. This software is called TRAS and has passed all
tests [24].

2.3 Methods for evaluation of parameters

There are several parameters that can possibly characterise the lightning impulse.
It is possible that oscillations and overshoot are present on a recórded wavefonn. The first
step should always be to consider the circuit to see if the oscillations can be reduced or
eliminated [9]. Oscillations and overshoot can only be accepted tf it is certain that they are
produced by the test object in connection with the generating high wltage circuit [12].
When oscillations andlor overshoot are aeated or amplified by a divider a mean curve should be
drawn to compensate the distortions superimposed on the real high wltage impulse [9].
When oscillations andlor an overshoot appear in the high wltage side it has to be decided what
is necessary to measure, taking into account the effect on the insulation on individual high
wltage apparatus [9].

There are several methods to evaluate the different possible parameters. These are
summed up next:

Oscillations

• When oscillations exist, the frequency and the amplitude of the oscillation can be detennined
with an analysis of the residual curve. The residual curve is detennined by the difference
between the ra:N data and the mean curve [9].

• The main frequency is directly to detennine by means of FFT [11].

• The existence of oscillations can be checked by searching minimum and maximum values
within the impulse and comparing them with the noise level [9].

• In the present standard the frequency limit of oscillations is 0.5 MHz. This frequency limit
should maybe be higher than 0.5 MHz [9]. Other frequencies can be important for the
breakdown behaviour too.

16 Evaluation ofparameters according to the lit.



Overshoot

Overshoot is the difference between the maximum value and the peak value of the mean
curve[1].

• There is an overshoot whenever the crest zone of the impulse is above the single exponential
function that fits the tail of the wave [2].

• An overshoot is detennined by double exponential curve fitting that fits the tail, peak and front
areas [9].

• An overshoot is determined on the basis of the residual curve. Thus by comparing the
recorded impulse with aspecific mean curve. The reference mean curve should not have an
overshoot [1].

• Overshoot can also be determined by verifying if there is a significant curvature on the crest
zone [1].

• For the estimation of the overshoot the software trias to estimate the parameters of the
second exponentialof the waveform. With the 40% and the 70% points of the peak voltage
on the tail the missing parameters are calculated of the following formula [8]:

U(t) = Ae-bx

• The limit of overshoot amplitude should maybe be modified [9].

4

Overshoot duration

• The overshoot duration is the time period that the impulse is above the mean curve at the
crest zone [9]. By means of this definition the measurement of the time interval is more
accurate than with the present IEC 60-1 definition. This overshoot duration is around 70% of

the overshoot duration in the present IEC 60-1 [12].

• The overshoot duration is the time period in which the time period is above the virtual peak
value [1].

• The overshoot duration is the period defined by the intersection of, the horizontalline that
passes through the peak value with the recorded impulse [9].

• The overshoot duration is defined by the intersection points between the single exponential
that fits the tail wave and the recorded impulse [9].

Evaluation ofparameters according to the lit. 17



• When oscillations appear on an overshoot, the duration cannot ba measured directly on the
basis of the original impulse. It should ba determined on the basis of the mean curve that only
eliminates noise and oscillations but not the overshoot [1].

• The limit of overshoot duration should maybe be modified [9].

Peak value

• For impulses chopped in the front with superimposed oscillations whose trequency is not Iess
than 0.5 MHz, it should ba dearly specified in the lEe 60-1 that the curve used to measure
the peak value is the maan curve [9].

• The peak value is the peak of the mean aJrve without overshoot [9].

• If the trequency of the oscillations is more than 500 kHz or the duration of the overshoot not
less than 1 IJS, the maximum amplitude of the mean curve is chosen as the peak value defi
ning the value of the test voltage [11].

• if not, the test voltage is the peak value of the measured aJrve [11].

• A simple method to define the virtual peak value is the intersection between the single
exponential function that fits the wave tail with the verticalline that passes through the
absolute maximum value of the wave [1, 9].

Front time

• For impulses chopped in the front with superimposed oscillations whose frequency is not less
than 0.5 MHz, it should ba dearly specified in the lEe 60-1 that the curve used to measure
the front time is the maan aJrve [9].

• The basis level te ba used for the 30% and 900/0 levels in the determination of the front time
can be chosen as the maximum value of the recorded impulse or as the virtual peak value
[1].

• If oscillations appear on the front of the impulse a mean aJrve is required [1].

• The maximum value of the recordecl impulse should ba the basis level te determine the front
time parameter for full impulses whose overshoot duration is more than 1 ms [9].

• The peak value of the maan curve should ba the basis level to determine the front time
parameter for full impulses whose overshoot duration is more than 1 IJS [9].

18 Evaluation ofparameters according to the lit.



• The front is easily fitted by a single exponential equation. Then, the 30% and the 90% times
are detennined on this fitted curve. After detennining the times the front time is calculated:
1.67·(T9O'llo-T:m.) [11].

• If the smoothed wavefonn intersects the 30% level more than once the software has to add
the times corresponding to every intersection and has to calculate the mean [8]. For the 90%
level the software has to take the first intersection, in case of more intersections [8].

• The T9O'llo and T:m. are detennined with the use of three-point linear interpolation [18].

Time-t~half value

• The time-t~alf value is detennined with the nonnaI 50% point of the peak voltage on the tail
of the wavefonn [8].

• The detennination of the time-t~half value is easy because there is no problem of oscillations
on the tail of the curve [11].

• The time-t~half value is detennined by flVe-point linear interpolation [14].

Virtual origin

All the calculated times are related to the virtual origin.

• The virtual origin is the intersection of the time axis and the line through the 30% and 90%
points of the peak value [8].

• The first point when a sample of the recorded impulse exceeds the base level by 2% (noise
level) [10].

• The first point which Y-value is higher than 2.5% than the average value [11].

• The intersection of the line of "average rate of rise" and the base level '[10].

• A pre-trigger timing must be at least 100 points of base line data. This provide enough
infonnation to detennine the origin [16].

Base level

• The average of ten consea.rtive samples taken before the impulse is applied [10].
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Time-to-chopping

A lightning impulse is not always full. A breakdown can happen and then a chopped lightning
impulse is recorded (see figure 3). Such waveform has another parameter: the time-to-chop.

U

1.0 I••••••.........•... _-~. -
I

0.9

0.7

0.3

0.1

o
t

Figure 3: Example of a front chopped lightning impulse

The different methods to evaluate the time-to-chop are:

• The software searches tor the 70% and the 400/0 points on the tail of the chop and
determines the intersection of a line through these points and the horizontal 100% line [8].

• For smooth impulses chopped in the front, the time to chopping may ba chosen after the
corresponding time to the highest recorded sample [9].

• For smooth impulses chopped in the front, the time to chopping should not ba chosen aftar
the corresponding time to the highest recorded sample -? a new definition to determine the
time to chopping is needed [9].

• The time-to-chop is [9]:
1. peak value (idealised triangular voltage)
2. value at 98% of the voltage collapse (sharp peak)
3. aoss section of the straight line through the 90% and 30% values of the voltage

decay and the horizontal top line (maximum).
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• First point after the maximum value which is on a negative slope and whose absolute value of
the instantaneously derived function is higher than three times to the arithmetic mean of the
absolute value of the derived function [11].

2.4 Remarks

* The development of evaluation software should not ba restricted in future standards regarding
the methods to detennine the required impulse parameters. That means, everybody should feel
tree to develop his own approximations for this task and only the evaluation results must fulfil the
limits of errors and other requirements of the standard [24].

* It should ba possible to make an intelligent software that is able to generate a mean curve of

any lightning impulse and detennine its characteristic parameters using a different method
depending on the impulse shape, superimposed distortions and zones in which they appear
[17].

* Not only the used algorithm is important, but also the range of data points used for fitting
should ba considered [18].

* There is also an altemative method for detennining the mean curve.
A tolerance band derived trom a real "standard lightning impulse according to IEC 60-1" is this
altemative procedure.
The band in which the recorded impulse must ba placed is obtained from the tolerances of the
standardized parameters, according to the IEC 60-1 standard (peak voltage ±3%, front time
±30%, time-tcrhalf value ±20%). The upper and lower limit curves of the tolerance band are
calculated for the identical instant of the peak value belonging to the 1.2150 standard impulse
[4,12].
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3. The test circuit

3.1 The different waveforms

In the EU-project 'Digital measurements of parameters used for lightning impulse test for high
voltage equipmenf the influence of different parameters of a lightning impulse on the breakdown

behaviour in oil has to be investigated.
This is done by generating different waveforms and determination of the breakdown voltage.

Because of the duration of the EU-project not all waveforms that can occur dUling Iightning

impulse tests can be generated. A selection had to be made.

The waveforms that are going to be generated are:

1. impulses with oscillations on the peak

2. impulses with overshoot

3. impulses with overshoot and oscillations on the peak

4. impulses with different front times but with the same wave integral
5. impulses with different time-to-half values but with the same wave integral

6. impulses with the minimum and maximum wave integral according to lEe 60-1

It was decided that oscillations of the following frequencies have to be generated:

• 200 kHz

• 500 kHz

• 800 kHz

• 2MHz

• 5MHz
These oscillations have to be damped in such a way that the first peaks of 3 periods have

to be more than 5% of the value of the first peak and the fourth peak has to be less than
5%.

It was decided that overshoot of the following lengths have to be generated:

• 5 ~s

• 2.5 ~s

• 1 ~s

• 0.625 ~s

The amplitude of the oscillations and the overshoot has to be 20%, 10% and 5% of the

peak value of the standard lightning impulse. In the first measuring series only the 20%

waveforms are generated. If it appears that the oscillationslovershoots have no influence on
the breakdown mechanism than the 10% and 5% will also have no influence. If the 20%

oscillations/overshoot on the other hand have some influence then the 10% and the 5%
have to be tested.
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To investigate the influence of the front and decay times we have to generate 6 different
waveforms:

1. The front time is smaller, but the energy contained by the waveform stays the same.
The waveform becomes: 0.84/49.258 (according to Microcap).

2. The front time is larger, but the energy contained by the waveform stays the same. The

waveform becomes: 1.56/50.488

3. The front time is 0.84 IJs and the time-to-half value is 60 IJs. This gives the upper bound

of the lightning impulses (according to IEC 60-1). This impulse contains the maximum
energy.

4. The front time is 1.56 IJs and the time-to-half value is 40 IJs. This gives the bottom

bound of the lightning impulses (IEC 60-1). This impulse contains the minimum energy.

5. The time-to-half value is larger, but the energy contained by the waveform stays the

same. Waveform: 1.2/60. Hereby needs the peak value to be smaller.

6. The time-to-half value is smaller, but the energy contained by the waveform stays the

same. Waveform: 1.2/40. Hereby needs the peak value to be bigger.

3.2 The circuit

A test circuit has to be designed for generating the different waveforms that are given in the

previous section.

It appeared, in an ear1ier phase of this project, that it is necessary to generate the standard

lightning impulse separately from the oscillations and/or the overshoot. The needed mean

value, for evaluating the parameters, is then the indepently generated standard Iightning

impulse. Figure 4 shows the circuit that has been proposed.

+

Rf Cobj
L
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Figure 4: Proposed circuit
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The left side of the circuit has to generate the standard Iightning impulse. The right side has

to generate the different oscillations and overshoot. The voltage over Cobj• the testcelI under

examination, is than the sum of the two signals (the oscillations/overshoot superimposed on

the SU). The two circuits will be explained in the following sections.

By varying the values of the components in the circuit or by placing some other components

in the circuit the waveforms given in section 3.1 can be generated with this circuit.

The two spark gaps in the circuit are used for initiating the two separate waves. By varying

the trigger time of the right side the oscillation/overshoot curve can be placed on every point

of the SU.

How the triggering synchronisation is accomplished is explained in section 3.8.

In the left side of the circuit there exists an inductance caused by the real proportions of the

circuit (the induetance is about 4 ~H). Such an inductance is there also in the right side of

the circuit, but this can be taken into the L that will be needed.

3.3 Ughtning impulse circuit

With the left side of the circuit the (standard) U is generated. Capacitor C.1 will be charged

with a DC-supply up to a voltage of about 80 kV. By triggering the spark gap C.1 will

discharge through resistors Rf and Rp. The voltage across capacitor C then is a Iightning

impulse.

The formula for this voltage is:

5

6

T1=T,Jk1 and T2=T.na. with k1=0.73 and k2=2.96.

Tr is the time-to-half value (=50 ~s for SU),

T. is the front-time (=1.2 ~s for SU).

When RpC.»RtC then the following formulae apply for T1 and T2:

S 7 ~C1; = 6.85·}0' R:: Rp(C,+C) anti 1; = 4.05·10· R:: Rf C,,+C

For the capacitors we have taken the following values:

C.1 = 1 ~F in series with 0.75 ~F = 428.57 nF,
C = 1nF.

These values have been taken because these capacitors were available in the high voltage

laboratory and they cause reasonable values for the resistors. The resistors for the

standard Iightning impulse will then be Rp= 160 Q and Rf = 407 Q.
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To generate impulses with different front times and/or time-to-half values Rf and Rp have to
be varied.

With Rf the front time can be changed and with Rp the time-to-half value can be changed.

The values of the components for the different impulses are given in table 1.

Table 1: Values of the components for the different impulses (see table of front and decay

times in section 3.1):

Impulses Cs1 (nF) C (nF) Rf (0) Rp (0)

1. 428.57 1 265 160

2. 428.57 1 509 160

3. 428.57 1 291 195

4. 428.57 1 563 124

5. 428.57 1 403 194

6. 428.57 1 412 127

The natural inductance of the circuit has to be taken into account. This inductance is

caused by the real proportions of the circuit (the inductance will be about 4 IJH).

3.4 Generation of oscillations

For the generation of the oscillations there are two circuits designed. The first one which is

given in 3.4.1 is used by all the European partners and also by KEMA. This circuit gives in

theory the best damped sine wave and it is built with just a few components. This means

that it will be the simplest circuit to build up. The second one, 3.4.2, is the circuit that I have

designed. This circuit can be useful when there possibly are some problems with the

measurements with the first circuit. Possibly solutions of the problems can be found in the

altemative circuit

3.4.1 Oscillation circuit

Wlth the circuit trom figure 5 the desired oscillations and overshoot can be generated.

Cs2

+

Figure 5: Oscillation circuit
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This is the right side of the circuit showed in figure 4. capacitor Ca2 will be charged with a oe
supply up to a voltage which depends on the desired height of the oscillationlovershoot The
needed amplitudes are 20%, 10% and 5% of the lightning impulse.
Inductance L together with Ca2 will cause an oscillation. The frequency of the oscillation depends
on the values of the components. The oscillation will be damped by resistor R. So R takes care
for the demand that the second and the third peak of the oscillation will ba more than 5% of the
first peak (same polarity) and the following peaks will be less than 5%.

There are some limitations of this circuit. The inductance L contains the natural inductance, the
inductance of the circuit. This inductance is about 3 to 4 IJH (dependent of the area of the
circuit). So L has a minimum of 3 to 4 IJH.
The other restriction is that not all values of the components can chosen freely. The components
have to be present in the high-voltage laboratory (or easy to get).

A very common value of capacitors in the high-voltage laboratory is 1 nFo So by calculating the
values of the components of the circuit the value 1 nF for capacitor C is taken.
When the following demand is fulfilled:

7

the frequency of the oscillations can be calculated with the following formula:

8

A third fonnula can be found trom the requirement that the oscillations have to be damped in
such a way that the fourth positive peak is less than 5% of the first positive peak. The damping
of the oscillation goes by an exponential curve with the following fonnula:

oR
damping => e2Lt 9

In three times the period time this exponential function has to be less than 0.05 (5%).
The values of the components are calculated trom the safe requirement that the fourth peak is
4% of the first peak. With the frequencies that are going to be generated the third peak will then
ba more than 5% of the first peak. So the demands are fulfilled.
So the last fonnula becomes:

0.04 10

The frequencies from 200 kHz to 2 MHz are in the range that can be generated with the use of a
capacitor of 1nFo
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5 MHz can not be generated with a capacitor of 1 nFo Wrth 1 nF an inductance of about
1 IJH is necessary. Because this is less than the natural inductance, it is impossible to get this
value. The capacitor has to be 0.25 nF to get a possible value of the inductor. Cs2 will have the
flXed value of 1 nF, 50 to get 0.25 nF a capacitor has to be in series with Cs2. The inductance
has to be 3.9 IJH in this case. This is about the value of the natural inductance.

All the values of the eomponents are given in tabIe 2.

Table 2: Values of the eomponents for the oscillations

f (MHz) C (nF) R(n) L (IJH)

0.2 1 264.1 615

0.5 1 105.6 98.5

0.8 1 66 38.5

2 1 26.4 6.15

5 0.25 42.3 3.9

Influence of the different eomponents:

C: - when C is bigger, the frequency will be Iess

R: - when R is bigger, the frequency will be less and the damping wil! be less

L: - when L is bigger, the frequency will be less and the damping will be less

3.4.2 Altemative circuit

For the generation of the oscillations on the SU I have designed an altemative circuit Possibly
problems arise with the measurements using the circuit trom section 3.4.1. In that case the

altemative circuit can be useful. The altemative circuit is given in figure 6.

12

L

R

Figure 6: Principle tor alternative circuit

The generation of the wanted oscillation is done by an inductance parallel to Cs2. The voltage
over resistor R starts as a eosine wave (not as a sine wave as in section 3.4.1). So the first peak
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will be faster at his peak value. It looks like the voltage does not have the right frequency but it
has.
Inductor L takes delays the first peak, 50 the voltage looks better. When inductor L is left out the
oscillation will have a steep front in the beginning. L causes a delay in the rise time and the
steep front will disappear.

Wrth the altemative circuit frequencies up to 12 MHz can be generated. The SU, generated by
the left side of the circuit, stays the same.

For the various oscillation frequencies the components have different values. The values of the
components for the different oscillation frequencies are given in table 3.

Table 3: Values components altemative circuit

f (MHz) C (nF) R(n) L2(~H) L (~H)

0.2 1 3k 1025 815

0.5 1 1k 150 700

0.8 1 500 51 415

2 1 500 9 15

5 1 350 3.5 15

Influence of the different components:

The circuit exists of various components. All these components have another influence on the
oscillation. The following summary gives the influence is of the different components:

R: - no influence on the oscillation frequency
- when R is bigger, the damping is less
- when R is smaller, the damping is bigger

L: - Iittle influence on the oscillation frequency
- Iittle influence on the damping
- influence on rise time of the first peak

C3: - no influence on the oscillation frequency
- influence on the damping

L2: - direct influence on the oscillation frequency: bigger Lmeans lower frequency and vice
versa
- influence on the damping: bigger L means more damping
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3.5 Generation of overshoot

The generation of overshoot is the same as the generation of oscillations. Overshoot is just

a highly damped oscillation.

Not all the desired overshoot can be generated with C.:z =1 nFo To generate all the

overshoot, with different duration time, the capacitance C.:z has to be adjusted.

All the values of the components are given in table 4. These values are simulated and

calculated with Microcap V.

Table 4: Values of the components for the overshoot

d (~s) Cs2 (nF) R (0) L (~H)

5 2 245 618

2.5 1 760 254

1 0.5 550 80

0.625 0.5 300 22

As can be seen in the table for the overshoot duration of 5 ~s a capacitance of 2 nF is

needed.

For 1 ~s and 0.625 ~s is a capacitance of 0.5 nF needed.

Because C.2 is a fixed value (1 nF), these values can be obtained by an extra capacitor of

1 nFo This extra capacitor can be parallel to Cs2 (2 nF) or in series with it (0.5 nF).

3.6 Influence of one circuit to the other

The two circuits can have two different influences to each other. The first one is caused by

magnetic fields. The magnetic field generated by one circuit can be caught by the other

circuit This field will induce currents in the other circuit which is not allowed. It is difficult to

solve this problem. The effect can be made smaller by repositioning the two circuits.

The second influence can happen, when signal f10ws via the test object to the other circuit.

The left side of the circuit generates the lightning impulse. It is not allowed that the right side

of the circuit hassome influence on the L1-waveform of the left side. This influence will be

low when the impedance of the test object is much higher then the impedances of the

circuits.

The impedance of capacitor C, with the right side connected to the object, is:

r RLCûCobj+ SJ LCû + sR(Cobj+ Cû)+ 1
z= 11

S4 RLCûCobjC+ r LCû{Cobj+ C)+ SJ (R(Cû Cobj + Cobj-C+ CûC) + s{Cobj+ C)

When there is an oscillation with a frequency of 0.5 MHz the impedance is 315.6 o.
The impedance of capacitor C, without the right side, is 318 O.

When the frequency is 5 MHz, the impedance is 31.20 against 31.8 o.
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So there is just a little difference. That means that the right side has just a Iittle influence on
the left side.

The left side can also have influence on the right side of the circuit.

The impedance of R, with the left side connected, becomes:

Z = (Rp + Rf)R(C+Cobj}
R(C+ Cobj}+ (Rp + Rf}(RCobjC+C+Cobj}

With R =5000, Rp =1600, Rf =407 0, C =1 nF and

Cobj =15 pF impedance Z =265.7 O.

This means that the left side has influence on the right side.
With determining the values of the components of the right side, the left side components

can not be left away. Especially with high frequencies, t>ecause then the impedance of Cobj

will be the lowest.

This means that the values of the components which are calculated in 3.4 and 3.5 will not

be correct to get the exact frequency. The frequency will in practise be smaller than the

calculated one. The best way to correct this is to do this in the set-up, because the
correction which is needed is probably not so big and there are more imperfectnesses in the

circuit.

3.7 5ynchronisation of the two circuits

The test circuit exists of two different circuits. The first generates the standard lightning

impulse and the second one generates the oscillation andlor overshoot. The two separate

waves from the two sides are initiated by the two spark gaps. The spark gap of the right

side of the test circuit have to breakthrough some specific time after the spark gap of the
left side.

The peak or the beginning of the oscillationJovershoot has to start at the peak of the

standard Iightning impulse.

It is easily said that the overshoot has to be on the SU, but what does this mean: Must the

peak of the overshoot be at the same time as the peak of the SU or must the overshoot be

started at the peak of the SU? Or is there another option?

The first idea was to have the two peaks at the same time, but this has some problems with

the larger overshoot duration.

The time to the peak of a SU is about 2 I.Is. The longest duration of overshoot is 5 I.Is. So
the overshoot has to start ear1ier than the SU, which is not possible.

As weil with smaller durations there is a problem. The front time will be influenced with the

overshoot. At first the front time will change in value, second it can be changed in continuity,
there will arise discontinuities in the front.

In annex 1 it is showed what the influence of the starting time of the oscillationJovershoot is.
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In figures A.19, A.20 and A.21 the influence is shown for the oscillation with frequency of 5

MHz.

When t =1.1 IJs it can be seen that the waveform is not natural. If t =0.8 IJs or t =0.95 IJs

the waveform is naturaI but when t =0.8 IJs the front time is too much influenced. So the

best trigger time is about 0.95 IJs.
Also can be seen that for high frequencies and short duration times the waveform can not

be made very natural looking.

The best trigger times for all the oscillations and overshoot are given in table 5.

Table 5: Trigger times for the oscillations and overshoot.

f (MHz) 0.2 0.5 0.8 2 5

t (IJs) 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.95 1.1

d (IJs) 0.625 1 2.5 5

t (IJs) 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.1

So the two sides have to be synchronised. Between the start of the first side and the start of

the second side there has to be a delay time (see table 5).

This delay time has to be variabie, because the time delay has to be different for each

oscillationJovershoot.

The spark gaps can be triggered by the use of a trigger box.

This triggerbox needs a starting pulse, with a peak of 200 V.

To set the delay time there can be used a device with the following operation.

There has to be a saw-tooth on the input of the device. With the device two voltage levels

can be set in, on these levels the device gives a 5 V pulse on the output.

By varying the voltage levels the delay time can be varied. If the steepness of the saw-tooth

is known, the needed delay time can be set in exactly.

The triggerboxes can not be started by a 5 V peak, 50 there is a need for an amplifier or

anything.
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In figure 7 the situation is drawn.

Figure 7: Synchronisation scheme

The two spark gaps of the circuit are triggered by separate trigger boxes. These trigger

boxes are driven by separate impulses, with some time delay between them, coming from
the time delay box.

A sawtooth signal has to be applied to the input of the time delay box. With the knobs of the

time delay box two different voltage level can be set in. A voltage level corresponds with a

specific time, which depends on the steepness of the sawtooth.
When the applied sawtooth reaches an adjusted voltage level the time delay box generates

an impulse at the corresponding time.

So with two different voltage levels, the time delay box gives at the two corresponding times
an impulse.

These impulses go to the trigger boxes and these boxes give a trigger impulse, with a peak
of 200 V, to the spark gaps.

It depends on the time delay box how exactly the time delay can be adjusted.
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4. on as an insulating material

The insulation material which will be investigatecl, at KEMA is oil and maybe later on SFe. The oil

that is used is DIALA B. This is mostly usecl as transformer oi!. This oil has a breakdown voltage

in an homogeneous electric field of more than 50 kV/cm.
This chapter handles about some topics of oil. In section 4.1 is the breakdown process of oil

desaibecl. In section 4.2 the testcell which is designecl for the measurements is desaibecl with
its demands.

4.1 on breakdown process

The breakdown strength of oil depends strongly on the presence of impurities (gaseous

bubbles, dirt particles etc.). Further the breakdown voltage of oil depends on the viscosity of

the oil, the voltage-shape which is applied to the oil, the flow of the oil, the configuration, the
gap space and the age of the oi!.

The breakdown in oH can caused by three different processes:

1. Bubbles in the oil can cause partial discharges, because they have a lower breakdown

strength than the oi!. The bubbles may grow larger due to the partial discharges. This

can eventually cause a total breakdown.

2. Mostly dirt particles have a larger Er than the surrounding oil and they are polarizabie. As

aresuit they experience an electrical force directed towards the place of maximum
stress. Inside a uniform field the induced dipole will be directed in the line of the electrical

field. Inside a non-uniform field, the dipole will also experience an electrical force directed

towards the place of high field concentration. The accumulation of particles continues

and tends to form a bridge across the gap which leads to initiation of breakdown.

3. The breakdown mechanism can aJso be described by the streamer mechanism. The

streamer mechanism is common in high pressure areas. Around the head of the cathode

a strong space charge electrical field exists. When this field is strong enough the local

field strength will become larger. The result is an increase of the ionisation collisions and

photons with more energy. They can generate new electrons in the surrounding gas, by

photo ionisation. the newly formed avalanches will aim towards the first avalanche, under

influence of the space charge electrical field. This mechanism is called the streamer
mechanism due to its physical form.
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4.2 Testcell

Oil have to be put in a testeelI before tests can be done. This testeelI must fulfil the following

requirements:

• There have to be two electrodes in the testeelI. At the first electrode the Iightning impulse
will be applied, the oscillationslovershoot will be applied to the second electrode. The

total voltage over the oi! between the electrodes is then a lightning impulse with

superimposed oscillations and/or overshoot.

• In between the electrodes has to be a eertain amount of homogenity of the electric field.
This can be accomplished with the use of two Rogowski profile electrodes. With

Rogowski electrodes, the highest field will be in the middle of the electrodes. This is not

done, there is made one Rogowski electrode against one sphere electrode. The electric

field in between these electrodes is homogeneous enough (agreement between the

partners in the project).

• The dimensions of the testeelI must be large enough. When the testeelI is too small the

breakdown will occur to the neighbourhood of the testeelI instead of the breakdown be
tween the electrodes.

• It must be easy to change the oil in the testeelI.

The design of the testeelI in given in annex 2.

4.3 Treatment of the ai! and the testcell

• Because irregularities can introduee a breakdown the testeelI has to be totally clean (irre
gularities are not allowed).

• Before using the testeelI rinse it first with the oil, that is going to be used.

• The testeelI has to be filled as full as possible. When the voltage is higher than 80 kV,

the oil will go 'bubbling' (according to experiments at KEMA). This bubbles are oil

bubbles and no air-bubbles.

• After every breakdown the oil has to circulate, so that the arisen sootpartides will fall

downwards away from the electrodes.

After how many breakdowns the oil has to be refreshed is not dear.

In a eell of 0.1 m3
, where the oil is circulated after every breakdown, the oil has to be

refreshed after every 6 breakdowns.

If the relationship, between content of the testeelI and the needed times to refresh the oil, is
linear is not sure.

The breakdown strength can also be influeneed by air. The oil is in a vessel and the more

oil is used the emptier the vessel will beo How less oil in the vessel, how more air is in the

vessel. This air may influenee the oil.
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Important to do are reference measurements (standard situation) to see if the breakdown

strength of the oi! has changed in time.

The preparation of the eleetrodes in oil is Iess important than the preparation of eleetrodes

in vacuum or in air. To·see if preparation is necessary can be seen with the reference
measurement.
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5. Measuring system

The Iightning impulse and the oscillation/overshoot are measured with two measuring

systems. The measuring systems consists of the following parts:

• High voltage divider (or piek-up)

• Cable
• Digitizer

• PC with software

The divider for the SU (standard lightning impulse) is described in section 5.1. The cables

are described in 5.3. The digitizer and its protection in 5.4. In section 5.2 is started with the

measuring system formeasurements of the oscillations and the overshoot. A continuation

on this is made in chapter 6. The software is described in chapter 7.

5.1 Measurement of lightning impulse

The Iightning impulse will be measured with a mixed divider (resistor and capacitor divider).

In figure 8 the lightning impulse circuit with divider is given schematically.

Figure 8: Lightning impulse circuit

The divider is placed about 1.5 m away from the testcelI. So a loop is made by the signal

wire and the earth strip. The divider is about 1.7 m high, so the loop has about 2.55 m3

enclosed area.

When a magnetic field is captured by this loop an induced E-field will be present. This will

provide an extra voltage over the divider. This extra voltage can be calculated as follows:

For the extra voltage applies:

oeI>
-IE·dJ= V=

at
where: += B·A = flux [Vs]

B = magnetic inductance = J,I·H [Vslm2= Tesla]
H = magnetic field [Alm]

A =area of the loop [m2] =h·(r2 - r1)
h =height divider [m]

r2 =distance divider - test object [m]

r, =radius conductor test object [m] (~1 mm)

E =electrical field [Vlm]
V =voltage M

Measuring system
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For the approximation of the magnetic field, the formula that gives the field around a wire is
used:

where: I =current [Al
r =distance to divider [m]

H=
I

27rr
14

16

15

A Iightning impulse rises in about 1 ~s to the peak voltage, in this case about 80 kV.

The current through the test object (Cobï) will in this time interval rise to:

. dV(t) -12 80 ·10'
I(t) = Cobj" -----;jf ~ 15 ·10 . 1.10-6 = 1.2 A

This current induces a magnetic field. The field decreases with the distance to the wire. This

magnetic field will be captured by the loop of the testcelI and the divider.
The voltage wiJl be:

r2
V = a~ = a(BA) = ....A. aH 1: ~.fl.dI"aI =

at at at 21t r aT
r 1

47t·10-
7
·1.7 '(10(1.5) -10(1'10-3 ), 1,2 = 3V

2~ 1~0~

So the extra voltage is about 3 V. This is 0.004% of the 80 kV of the lightning impulse.

This is only the extra voltage induced by the wanted signa!. The influence of this extra

voltage is negligible.

It is also possible that other fields from the source induce extra voltage in the loop.

If there is any doubt if the correct signal is measured then it can be checked in the foJlowing

way.

Place a smaJl (for example 50 Q) resistor in series with the test object down to earth. A

smaJl resistor will have negligible influence on the voltage over the test object. The voltage

over this resistor can be measured. The voltage over the resistor is v(t) = R·i(t). The current
wiJl be measured indirectly.

When the voltage over this resistor is measured and integrated correctly then it can be
checked if the big divider measures the right signa!. The check has to be done with the

shortest front time, because then the current through the test object wiJl be the largest

(highest derivative).

When it appears that the voltage is not correctly measured the loop has to be made smal!.
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5.2 Measurement of oscillations and overshoot

5.2.1 Specifications

The measuring system, that has to measure the oscillations and/or the overshoot, has the
following specifications:

The frequencies that have te be measured tie between 100kHz and 5 MHz. These frequencies
have te be measured with a maximum error of 1%. This means that the bandwidth has to be
14 kHz - 35 MHz.

The - 3dB point of the higher boundary of the "bandwidth can be calculated with the transfer
function of a first order RC-filter (an integrator).

1 1

~1+ (mRCf
17

The - 3 dB point will be defined by co =1/RC. The -3 dB point is the point where the asymptotes
intersect (see figure 9).

0.7

Figure 9: Diagram RC-filter

Wrth the abo'AHllentioned fonnula the needed RC-tirne is going to be calculated and the
bandwidth is dependent of the RC-time.

1
= 0.99 => RC = 4.54.10-9

S

J1 + (2n5 .106 f (RC f

This RC-time corresponds with the -3 dB point at co=2.20x1OS rad/s, or else f=35 MHz. This
means that a "3 dB" bandwidth of 35 MHz is needed for good measurement of 5 MHz.

Measuring system
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For the lower boundary of the bandwidth the following fonnula holds (like a differentiator):

H = jmRC => iHI = OJRC
1 + jmRC ~1 + (mRC f

This transfer function has to be at least 0.99 at f=1oo kHz and higher frequencies.

The RC-time can be calculated as follows:

27[.100,103 RC
= 0.99 => RC = 1.12 ·10-s s.J1+ 27[ ·100 . 103 RC

19

20

This RC-time leads te a -3 dB point at co=8.95·10" rad/s, or else f=14 kHz. This means that a

bandwidth of 14 kHz is needed for goed measurement of 100kHz.

In the frequency range the measuring system must have a low phase shift. Due to the 13 ns

sample rate of the digitizer (Nicolet powerpro 610) we have an error in the detection of the

phase shift (see table 5). The phase shift of the sensor system should be smaller.

Table 5: Calculation of allowed phase shift at each frequency

Frequency (MHz) Period time T (~s) (13nsfT)'3600 (0)

0.1 10 0.47

0.2 5 0.94

0.5 2 2.34

0.8 1.25 3.74

2 0.5 9.36

5 0.2 23.4

The bandwidth of the used digitizer (NICOLET powerpro 610) is 25 MHz (see section 5.4).

The maximum voltage that has te be measured is 40 kV (peak-peak). The maximum voltage

input of the digitizer is 40 V.

The protection that is used (suppressor diodes) has a maximum voltage of 16 V (see

section 5.4).

The cable of the measuring system has a length of 15 m.
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5.2.2 Testing the measuring device

When a measuring device is considered for this project, the following tests have to be done to
check the device:

1. Check the amplitude-frequency response (up to 10 MHz).
2. Check the phase shift (up to 10 MHz)
3. Check the time-delay and distinguish between cable and device delay
4. Check damped oscillation response (phase-shift change etc.)
5. Check the step response
6. Check the response on a lightning impulse

5.2.3 Tektronix high voltage probe P6015

All the tests of 5.2.2 are done with the Tektronix high voltage probe.
1. The amplitude-frequency response is checked with a continuous sine wave generated by a
function generator.
The function generator generates a maximum voltage of 20 V peak-peak.

When this signal is measured with the probe, the amplitude-frequency response seemed to be
like the one given in figure 10.

Amplitude (UgenlUprobe)

1.1.

us
1

O.

O.
0A5

0'
OJS

OJ'o.
Ol

O.
0.1 1 100 1000 21000 lllOO 1ClOllO _

Frequency (kHz)

Figure 10: Amplitude-frequency response probe

The -3 dB point lies at 2 MHz.
This bandwidth was measured with 20 V peak-peak. With higher voltages the bandwidth will ba

less (see manual).
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2. The phase shift can be measured with the same set-up as for the amplitude-frequency
response. See figure 11 .
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Figure 11: Phase-frequency response

This gives another phase shift characteristic as been given in the manual of the probe (gi
ven phase shift).

3.15. The time-delay and the rise time can be checked with the measurements of the step
response.

A step voltage of 8 V has been applied to the probe and directly to the oscilloscope. The rise
time of the step can be modified. In figure 12 can be seen that the rise time is about 10 ns.
There are no oscillations on the top. When the rise time is 9 ns, there are oscillations (see figure
13). 10. 0 ne~dlv CEïTER RR 2. 200~ ne NORMAl Clllnl.UIII). '.1 52. 200 n~
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Figure 12: Step response probe (10 ns)
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Figure 13: Step response probe (9ns)
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Between the signals measured directly and with the probe there is a time delay of about
9ns.
This is the delay because of the difference in length of the cables. The direct measurement was
done with ± 1 mèter cab/eo The probe cable has a length of ± 3.5 meters. A cable introduces a
delay of about 5 ns per meter.

4. The probe has been tested with a damped oscination generator. The maximum voltage was ±
600 V. See figure 14. Two miaoseconds after the start of the waveform the probe signal agrees
quite weil with the applied waveform.
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Figure 14: Damped oscillation response
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6. The probe has also been tested with a lightning impulse with a maximum value of 16 V. See
figure 15.
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Figure 15: Ughtning impulse response

The tests in this section are done with low voltages. The bandwidth of the probe might be less at

higher voltages.

The cable of the probe has a length of about 3.05 m (10ft). This is much too short for the
distances in this project. The length has to be at least 11 m.
It would be nice if the probe can be extended with a coaxial cabie. The high voltage probe adds
high voltage measurement capability to oscilloscopes and other measurement devices having

an input resistance of 1 Ma and an input capacïtance of 7 pF to 49 pF.

This means: 7 pF ~ 45 pF + Cx ~ 49 pF, where Cx is the capacitance of the extension coaxial
cabie. See figure 16. 45 pF is the input capacïtance of the used digitizer.
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Figure 16: Capacitance demands for probe
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Coax-cables have the capacitances given in table 6:

Table 6: Capacitance values for much used cables

type 20[0] C [pFIm]

RGIlJ8A 50 100

RGIlJ S8C 50 100

RGIlJ 214 50 100

RGIlJ 11A 75 68

RGIlJ 59B 75 68

RGIlJ 328 300 280

lt can be seen that the capacitance wil! be much toa large, when the probe is extended with a
coaxial cabie.

There is another possibility to extend the probe. Tektronix has more options for the probe. One
option is to use a 7.62 m long coax (25 ft) instead of the 3.05 m cable.

This langer cable has been bought and the compensation box of the probe has been tried to
adjust to use it with the langer cabie.

The probe can be adjusted by generating a square wave with a frequency of 1 kHz and a peak
peak voltage of 40 V.

The bandwidth of the probe with the langer cable should be about 35 MHz and the risetime
should be less than 14 ns.
By changing the C's and R's of the compensation box this risetime can not be achieved. This
can be seen in figure 17, where the best eftort to compensate the probe is displayed.
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Figure 17: Square wave response with longer cable
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The time to the maximum wltage for the probe is approximately 40 ~s. This is toa slow tor the

usage of the probe in this project.

The manual of the probe guarantees a rise time of 14 ns, but this is the time trom 10% to 90%
and not the time to the maximum wltage.
Sa this extension of the probe cannot be used.
Without the extension the cable is much too short to bridge the distance from the set-up to the
control room.

Therefore it can be concluded that the Tektronix probe can not be used for this project. In
chapter 6 another measuring system is described which is designed especially for the
requirements needed in this project.

5.3 EMC aspects

Wlth measurements it is very important to measure the correct signal. This sounds very logical,
but this not easy to do.
There are always and everywhere magnetic and electric fields which cause disturbances in the
measuring system. There are some measures that provide 'cleaner' measurements.

The localloop of the wires of the sensor itself has to be kept as small as possible.
The outer conductor of the coaxial cab/es has to be connected to ground at the sensor side.

Further the measuring system makes unintentionalloops. These loops captures magnetic (B)
field. Wrth the use of coaxial cables this B-field induces a common mode current in the outer
conductor.
When this common mode current is f10wing towards the digitizer, the current f10ws over the
surface of the digitizer or will be lead through the connector into the digitizer.
When this happens the current can produce wltages in the digitizer, where sensitive e/ectronics
are present. It is possible that these electronics produce wrong signals or are destroyed by the

induced w1tages.

The common mode currents have to be deflected, so that they will not raach the digitizer. This
deflection can be done with an EMe-cabinel
A real EMe-cabinet is dosed all around except on the front side, this can be left open when the
back side of the cabinet is directed to the generating part.

The used digitizer produces much heat and when it is put in an EMe-cabinet, the temperature
will possibly be higher than 40°C. This is the upper temperature' boundary where the digitizer is
guaranteed to work property.

To have enough ventilation an altemative of the EMe-cabinet is used. This is just a bent plate
that is used as a ground plate and as a back plane.
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The cables coming trom the measuring system must ba conneded to the back plane of the
'EMC-plate'. The outer condudor of the cables have to be weil conneded all around to the
'EMC-plate', 50 that the common mode currents will ba f10wing up te the 'EMC-plate'. These
connections can ba done with a feedthrough cable connector, which can ba screwed on the
plate.
All the connections, that have to be made on the back plane, have te be made dese to each
ether.

Common mode currents are not only fIowing in the measuring cables but also in the ground
connections and in the power cables.
The power cables are not shielded 50 the common mode current can not ba defleded just by
connecting the cable to the 'EMC-plate'. The CM-currents will rerouted by using a mains filter. It
is very important to connect this filter proper1y to the 'EMC-plate', thus it has to make metallic
contad (50 no paint or Iacquer in between the two metallic surfaces) all around.

Another important thing to do is making a ground connection on the 'EMC-plate'. In figure 18 the
'EMC-plate' is drawn. At the back of the plate wil! be an earth plug dose to the feed-throughs.

E 1020 m

1001
lOOJ
0000

.am

0.5 m

Figure 18: The 'EMC-plate'

The sum of all the common mode currents of the cables, mains filter and grounds together will
ba zero (Kirchhoff's current law). When the cables are all connected dose to each other, then
the currents will ba localized near the connections. The currents will stay on the back plane
when the connections are in the middle of the plate. The cables that are connected te the
outside of the 'EMC-plate' have to be led perpendicular away trom the plate, else there will be
f10wing mirror-currents through the plate.

5.4 Digitizer and protection

Both signals are brought together to the digitizer, the NICOLET powerpro 610.
The Iightning impulse is measured by input 1 of the digitizer. The oscillation or the
overshoot is measured by input 2.

The maximum voltage that the digitizer can measure is 40V. The input impedance of the
digitizer is 1 MOl/45 pF.

The inputs of the digitizer have to be proteded for too high voltages (not necessary when
using the DI-system (chapter 6». For the protection of these inputs of the digitizer
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suppressor diodes are used. Suppressor diodes can be compared with very fast zener

diodes that can dissipate 1500 W peak power.

When two suppressor diodes are conneeted 'back-to-back'. they proteet the input for both

positive and negative impulses.

These diodes are built in an assembling box as given in figure 19.

1CTE·12

=
.. Figure 19: Diodes back-to-back in assembling box

These diodes are tested with DC voltage, sawtooth voltage and Iightning voltages.

The diodes c1amped the DC voltage and the sawtooth voltage with a risetime of 3 IJs on

± 16V.

The tests with lightning impulses are done with the circuit showed in figure 18. The used

Iightning impulse has a peak time of 0.5 IJS and a front time of 0.2 IJs.

[c;]g~
~~

.,j,- 'I" -tt

--OO~

Figure 20: Test circuit for diodes

The diodes c1amp again on ± 16.1V. Also the signals do not deform beneath this voltage.

These tests show that the diodes satisty their supposed claims.
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6. Oifferentiating-integrating (DI) system

In chapter 5 it is discussed that the Tektronix high voltage probe can not be used in this

project. Therefore aspecific measuring system has been designed for measuring the

oscillation and the overshoot.

There has been chosen for a DI-system, because at the university of Eindhoven they have

excellent experience with this system.

6.1 Theory

The general scheme of the DI-system is given in figure 21.

-
a

Figure 21: DI-measuring system

Capacitor C is a little high voltage capacitor or a capacitive coupling through air which is

connected to a coaxial cabie. This coaxial cable can be of any length needed, when it is

correctly terminated (Zo):

R =Zo = Jê 21

At the beginning of the cable you can see a real impedance (Zo). when the cable is

terminated correctly. This holds for every frequency. The cable behaves as a resistor in this
case.

The combination of Rand C gives a differentiated signal:

22

To restore the original waveform. the signal has to be integrated.

This integration can be done passively or actively, in both cases the following formula is the
result.
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VOl/I
1 RC

--. IVd ·dt = --·Vh
RiCi RiC;

23

This method gives an attenuation independent of the frequency over a wide range.

The coaxial cable is part of the measuring system and this cable can be as long as you
want

Only one high voltage component is necessary (C), the rest of the circuit can be built with

low voltage components. Often this high voltage capacitor can be any existing capacitive
coupling.

Parallel to Ci, the input capacitor and input resistance of the digitizer are seen. Mostly this

impedance is negligible.

In the scheme Cp is included, this is the stray capacitance to earth, which is always present

in every system.

For different waveforms it will be necessary to make some slight modifications to the test

set-up. This will only cause minor changes to the value of Cp.

The loop which the capacitor makes with the ground has to be as small as possible (see

section 5.1). The capacitor is also measuring the voltage generated by the magnetic field in

the loop (error voltage). With high frequencies this can be a fair1y high voltage.

6.2 The construction

The high voltage capacitor can be made with a RG218 coaxial cabie. The shield and the

core together are a capacitor (see figure 22).

e:a.-_21.... 214

Figure 22: Practical set-up (testcell + high voltage capacitor)
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The capacitance of a coaxial cable can be calculated with the following formula:

c = 21I &O&r l

ln(2)
Tl

24

With Sr =2.25, r2 =8.7 mm and r, =2.3 mm, this formula gives a capacitance of 95 pF/m.

This cable can handle 40 kV pulses, so it can be used for the measurements.

The capacity of the high voltage capacitor is 46 pF. The coaxial cable has to be terminated

with 50 O. So R is 50 O.

R has to made star-shaped with more than 1 resistor (must be carbon composite) to get the

self-inductance as small as possible and to survive the pulses. Also this gives a low M, so

the integrator will piek up less disturbances.

The measuring system is going to be used for measuring 40 kV and it must be measured

with a digitizer.

The integrator has to be built in a weil shielded box and the recording devices have to be in

an EMC-cabinet. All the cables have to be weil connected to this cabinet and a mains filter

has to be used (see section 5.4).

An other demand of the integrator is that ~ is between 2 kC and 10 kC. 10 kC is the upper

bound else the parasitic capacitors of Ri have too high influence. Ri can not be too low
because then R will be influenced. This is also the reason that Ri has to be built of resistors

in series, because in this way the parasitic capacitance will be less than with only one
resistor.

The capacitor Cl has to be a feed-through capacitor, because these capacitors have a

better high frequency behaviour than normal capacitor. Feed-through capacitors are more

'real' capacitors, because of its geometry it has a low self-induction.
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6.3 Analysis of the system

The transfer function of the differentiator of the DI-system is calculated as follows:

R
j(J) Cp

R+ 1
jOJCp

R
1 j(J) Cp

--+
jmC R+ 1

j(J) Cp

=
jOJRC

In case of Q)RC < 1, then Vd = RC·iNt/Ot. Vd is the differentiated version of Vh•

To put an integrator after the cable with its termination (differentiator) the original waveform

is back.

26

Together this is:

Vout _ 'f'd V
- • 10

Vlo 'f'i

RC
RiC .Vlo 27

Sa Vout has the same shape as Vh, with a scale factor 'tJ'tI'

The frequency range that the DI-system has to measure correctly is 100 kHz - 5 MHz. The

bandwidth has to be 14 kHz - 35 MHz (see chapter 5).

The differentiator is responsible for the upper bound of the frequency range with the

demand that Q)RC has to be less than 1.

Q)RC=21t·35e6·5Q·46e-12=0.51<1, so this is satisfied.

The integrator is responsible for the lower bound of the frequency range with the demand

that Q)RiCj has to more than 1.

Q)RjCj=21t·50e3·RjCj>1.

With the Ri = 6 ka and Ci = 89 nF all demands are satisfied.

Q)RjCj=21t·50e3·6e3·89e-9=168>1.
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The scale factor is than approximately 11232000.

The used feed-through capacitor is 1nF, but this value is not high enough. Four ceramic

capacitors of 22 nF are placed parallel to this feed-through capacitor (together 89 nF).

The error that is going to be made at 100 kHz is:

1

1- ~1+ ((1J R.C/
1

= 1-0.999 = 0.001 28

The error that is going to be made at 5 MHz is:

1
1- = 1-0.997 = 0.003
~1+(OJRCF

This circuit is simulated in Microcap V and it appeared that the circuit has the right

frequency range indeed. (see figure 23).

Figure 23: Amplitude-frequency response

29

From the simulation appears that the Ol-system has a smaller phase shift then the minimum

detectabIe phase shifts (see section 5.2.1). The phase-frequency response of the 01
system is shown in figure 24.
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Figure 24: Phase-frequency response
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6.4 Testing the DI-system

The outer conductor of the high voltage capacitor has to be tenninated in the right way. No

air bubbles are allowed in the tennination. These possible air bubbles will discharge much
easier than the insulator so this will be a problem.

If there are any air bubbles is checked with PO measurement on the piece of cable with the

tennination. Partial discharges can be measured with the scheme given in figure 25.

Hl

c

Figure 25: Set-up tor PD-measurements

The piece of cable (C) is placed in a bridge. When there are partial discharges in the

tennination, then the bridge is out of balance. The more out of balance the bridge is, the

more discharges there exist.

The oscilloscope is adjusted with an impulse box which gives a calibrated impulse.

10 kV (50 Hz) is applied to the cabie, it seemed that this causes about 4 pC of partial

discharges. This is low enough to work with the cabie.

The cable is also exposed to 20 kV (peak) and the cable outstanded this voltage.

The following Ol-system is tested (figure 26):

-

Figure 26: The tested DI-system

Ci is 1 nF, this is too low to have no phase shift, but this gives a smaller scale factor so the

re can be applied a smaller signal to the DI-system.
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In this way it can be verified if the practice agrees with the calculations and the simulations.

The following tests are done:
1. check the amplitude-frequency response (up to 15 MHz)
2. check phase shift (up to 15 MHz)
3. check time-delay and distinguish between cable and probe delay
4. check damped oscillation response (phase-shift change etc.) measurements and/or

simulations

1. Wlth a function generator a sine wave is generated with a maximum voltage of 20V peak

peak.
When this signal is measured with the DI-system, the amplitude-frequency response

seemed to be like the one given in figure 27.

lI20lIlI :

Figure 27: Amplitude-frequency response

The -3dB points lie at 40 kHz and at 14 MHz.
The frequencies that are measured with a maximum error of 1% are 150 kHz - 12 MHz.
As can be seen is the difference between 12 MHz and 14 MHz very big, the problem with
measuring the upper boundary is that above the 5 MHz the signal is not a pure sine

anymore. So the results are not reliable above the 5 MHz.
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2. Just like 1. the phase shift has been measured with a continuous sine wave.
See figure 28.
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Figure 28: Phase-frequency response

The phase shift in this figure consists of a frequency dependent part and a constant part.
The constant part of the phase shift depends of the difference in lengths of the cables and

is just a time delay.

The frequency dependent part is given in figure 29. The phase as simulated with Microcap

is also given in this figure.
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Figure 29: Frequency independent phase

It can be seen that the measured and the simulated phases until about 5 MHz correspond.

Above the 5 MHz there is quite a difference, the reason for this is that the input signal is not

a sine wave anymore (not reliable).

The phase can be measured with an error Iess than 13 ns (smallest time interval between to

samples of the digitizer) for the frequencies 300 kHz - 8MHz. The measurements of the

phase are quite inaccurate because of the white noise on the measured signa!.

This noise will not be seen with the much higher voltages where the DI-system will be used.
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3. By applying a step voltage to the DI-system the time delay (the constant phase shift part)

can be discovered. The totallength of the DI-system is about 5.5 m, the direct signal is

measured with a cable with a length of 1.5 m. The difference in length can be calculated as

follows:

3.108

Time delay = e
VCr

1m

5ns
30

This means that every metre difference in length provides a time delay of 5 ns. The

difference in length in this case is about 4 m, this corresponds to about 20 ns time delay. In

figure 30 the measurement of the time delay is given.

Figure 30: Time delay measurement

The two cursors (two verlical lines) give an interval of 30 ns, but this measurement is not

very accurate.

4. The DI-system has been tested with an damped oscillation generator.

Two frequencies are generated, 1 MHz and 100 kHz.
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Figure 31: Damped 1 MHz oscillation
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Figure 32: Damped 100kHz oscillation

With 1 MHz it can be seen that there is no phase shift, so there is only time delay.

With 100 kHz there is a phase shift of 424 ns, this corresponds with 14.5°. This is about the

same phase shift as is measured with the continuous sine wave.

To measure the phase correctly capacitance Ci has to be larger. This is tested with

Ci =89 nFo The scale factor is then much larger so it is not possible to test this with low
voltage. Therefor it is tested with a damped oscillation generator which generates a signal

with an amplitude of 3 kV.

The damped oscillation generator emits a lot of disturbances. The measured signal is very

low (± 15 mV) and the disturbances are of the same magnitude, so they have a lot of

influence on the measurements.

In figure 33 the results are given.
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Figure 33: 1 MHz damped oscillation
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It is very important to use an EMC-cabinet with this test because else the signal is showing
too much interference piek up. A real EMC-cabinet can not be used (see section 5.3) so a

'EMC-plate' is used. This gives the results shown in figure 34 (to be compared with figure 33
measured without EMC-plate).
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Figure 34: 1 MHz with EMC-plate

It can be seen that the EMC-plate reduces the noise to a very low level. The first peak looks

bad, but the generator generates already a bad first peak. With higher voltages (the real

tests) the signals wil! be even better.

When it appears that the scale factor is still too high the value of C (high voltage capacitor)

can be increased. Ci can not be decreased because the phase shift at low frequencies will

then be too high. In the European-project no agreements are made about measuring the

phase shift. So Ci can probably be modified. Different values of Ci give different scale

factors. This is shown in table 7.

Table 7: Scale factors for different values of Cl

Cl (nF) Scale factor

1 2700
6 15000

41 125000
89 245000

The scale factor with Cl =89 nF is higher than was calculated. This is due to the stray
capacitances to earth.
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6.5 Conclusions

With Ci = 1 nF the build DI-system corresponds quite weil to the calculations and the
simulations, except for frequencies above the 5 MHz, but this is not due to the DI-system

but to the unreliable measurements (not a sine wave anymore).

The amplitude can be measured correctly in the desired bandwidth. The measurement of

the phase is not going to be correctly. The phase can only be measured correctly when Cl is
made higher. This larger Ci also has influence on the scale factor, this scale factor will also

be higher.

This means that the measured signal will ba much lower.

With Ci =89 nF the amplitude and the phase will be measured correctly. Because of the

large scale factor the signal will be very low so it is difficult to measure without disturbances.

It can be seen that without the disturbances the DI-system measures the signal quite good.

There is almost no phase shift.

It is necessary to use a EMC-cabinet (or EMC-plate) (see section 5.3). The integrator has to

be connected to the back plane of the EMC-plate. With the EMC-plate the interference is

reduced to a low value.

Cl can be taken smaller but the phase shift will not be measured correctly. But there are no

agreements between the participants in the EU-project about the measurement of the

phase shift. So it depends on how goed it has to be measured.
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7. Evaluation software

In chapter 5 is said that a PC with its software is part of the measuring system.
The generated wavefonns are measured with a digitizer. When the parameters have to be
detennined by hand it will take a lot of time. So a software program has been designed for the
evaluation of the wavefonns. This program reads the data that the digitizer has measured and
calculates from this data the different parameters.
The program that is used in this project is made at LCOE in Spain.
In chapter 2 different methods are given to detennine the parameters of the Iightning impulses.
From all the methods one method for each parameter had to be chosen, because it is necessary
to start from one specific method (you have to start somewhere).

Which methods are chosen in this program is given in the following:

Base level:
The average of conseaJtive samples taken before the impulse is applied. The number of
samples must be enough to reduce the influence of noise. A number of 100 samples is
considered to be enough.

Origin:
The first pointwhen a sample of the recorded impulse exceeds the base level by 2% of the peak
value. The next samples have to be also greater than the 2%.

Peak value (Up>:
The absolute maximum voltage value when the noise is removed.

For tuil or chopped in the tail impulses the peak value is detennined by the difference between
the mean value of the samples in the time interval around the peak zone and the base line
adding 0.5 digitallevels. The time interval around the peak zone is defined by the first and the
last samples whose amplitudes are identical. These amplitudes should oot be greater than the
maximum absolute amplitude minus one digitallevel, but as large as possible.
In order to avoid the wrong peak value, when high frequency superimposed oscillations appear,
two conditions must be satisfied:

1) IMAX - W(11) I< NOISE BAND, where noise band is the maximum difference between two
samples of the base line.

2) The two samples must be beJong to the same oscillation

If the conditions are not satisfied the peak value is the maximum absolute amplitude.

For impulses chopped in the front or on the crest the greatest amplitude of the impulse will be
the peak value.
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Mean curve:
The mean curve is the one without oscillations which minimizes the root mean square of the
residual curve:

min 31

A mean curve is considered to be tree of oscillations when there is no more than ene inftexion
point before the peak and no more than another one after the peak.
Usually it is reasonable to limit the fitting of the mean curve to the time interval 0 to 5 IJs.
For chopped impulses the mean curve only has been calculated to the instant of chopping.

Freauency and amplitudes of oscillations:
The trequency and the amplitude of the oscillation can be determined with an analysis of the
residual curve.
The main trequency is directly to determine by means of the FFT of the residual curve.
The amplitudes are calculated after the superimposed noise is removed.

Wave integral above the peak value of the mean curve:
This wave integral is the sum of the areas endosed by the recorded impulse above (below for
negative impulses) the horizontalline that passes through the peak value of the mean curve.

Overshoot:
There is an overshootwhenever the crest zone of the impulse is above the single exponential
function that fits the tail of the wave.
The single exponential fitting is determined for samples of the recorded impulse after the
0.7 • peak value in the tail. For impulses chopped in the tail the fitting is suitable only if enough
samples are recorded after this level.
- overshoot peak value (OPV):

Without oscillations the OPV is the peak value of the recorded impulse. Wlth oscillations
the OPV is the peak value of the mean curve, that removes the oscillations trom the
recorded impulse.

- virtual peak value NPV):

The virtual peak value (VPV) is determined by means of the intersection point between
the single exponential function, that fits the impulse tail and the verticalline that passes
through the OPV.

- overshoot amplitude Cl!.):
The overshoot amplitude is the difference between the OPV and the VPV.
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- overshoot duration (d):
The overshoot duration is the time period in which the impulse with overshoot is above
(below for negative impulses) VPV, after the noise and the oscillations are removed.
If there are oscillations the mean curve removes the noise and the osdllations, if there
are not oscillations a moving window filter removes the noise.

- wave integral above the virtual peak value:
See above, it goes analogue to the peak value.

Test voltage (Ut):

Table 8: The test voltage tor different impulses

IMPULSES OVERSHOOT OSCILLATIONS Ut

d~ 1 ~s f~0.5MHz

FULLOR NO NO Up

CHOPPED YES UP(RMC)

FULLOR YES NO VPV

TAIL CHOPPED YES VPV(RMC)

Front time IT1):
The noise is removed by using a moving window filter. Even without noise an appropriate filter
improves the result due te a lower quantization error.
When there are no oscillations, ~ and tea are determined after filtering by maans of the straight
line between the first sample just below the voltage level and the last sample just above this
level (analogue with negative slopes).
If there are osdllations, ~ and tea are determined replacing the recorded impulse by a maan
curve at the front (trom the origin te the peak value). The front time is the virtual parameter
calculated as:

190 - 130

0.6

Virtual origin:
The virtual origin is the instantwhere the straight line, which passes through the points
(~, 30% Up) and (tea, 90% Up), cuts the baseline.

Evaluation software
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Time-to-half value IT2):
The instant, tso. will be detennined by linear interpolation between the 55% Up and 45% Up
levels in the tail of the impulse. The samples used in this linear regression are those induded
between the first sample below the 55% Up level and the last sample above the 45% level
(analogue with negative impulses).
The time-to-half value is the time interval between the virtual origin and tso.

Time to chopping (Tc):
Tc is a virtual parameter defined as the time interval between the virtual origin and the instant of
chopping.
The instant of chopping (Tc) is the intersection point of the straight line through 90% and 30% of
the peak voltage and the horizontalline that passes through the impulse peak voltage.
For impulses chopped in the tail Tc can be detennined also as the intersection point of two
straight lines. One straight line is the regression line of the ten samples before Tc (with oscil
lations of the mean curve). The second straight line is the one defined by the point of the 90%
and 30% of the voltage at Tc (Ue).
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8. The up and down method for determining breakdown
voltage

The subject of this EU-project is te investigate the influence of Iightning impulse parameters on
the breakdown behaviour of insulating materiais. So with the measurements the breakdown
voltage has to be defined. This is going to be done with the up and down method.

The up and down method is generally desaibed in lEe 60-1 appendix A.1.2. The voltage
corresponding to a 50% breakdown probability Vrn may be determined by this methocf. An
impulse voltage has to be applied te the test object.
The first voltage which is applied is approximately the expected Vrn. If no breakdown occurs
(withstand), the voltage level is increased by 11V. Otherwise if a breakdown occurs the voltage
level has to be deaeased by I1V. This I1V interval has been chosen as aOOut 3% of the
expeeted VfXJ.

This procedure has to be repeated for at least 20 shots. More accuracy can be obtained by
inaeasing the number of shots, but 40 shots is generally high enough.
Each impulse is thus determined by the result of the previous one.

Before calculating Vrn it has to be determined which appearances are the least, the withstands
or the breakdowns.
Vrn can be determined by the following formula:

'Ln"Vv
Vso = -r",-

l1v is the number of withstandslbreakdowns at voltage level VVo
Vv is the voltage level which is appIied te the test object.

n is the tatal number of withstandslbreakdowns.

The levels taken into account tor D1v are the ones with at least two withstandslbreakdowns,
otherwise this voltage level wil! be neglected in the calculatien.

33

The founded Vrn must be within ±3% of the expeeted value. Furthermore, the lowest voltage
level taken into account should not differfrom Vrn by more than UV.
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Example:

Number of shots: 20

Vf6J1fJdJtId: 1000V

ö.V: 30 V
Wrthstand: 0,
Breakdown: X

V consecutive shots

1060 X
1030 X X X X

1000 X X X 0 0 0 X X

m 0 0 X 0 0 0
~O 0

In total 20 shots are taken of which 9 times a withstand occurs. The level voltage of 940 V
has only one event and will therefore be left out of the calculations (n=8). The voltage level
of 970 V has 5 withstands (n.,=5) and the voltage level of 1000 V has 3 withstands (n.,=3).

Now Vso can be calculated:
Vso = (5*970+3*1000)/8 = 981.25 V

This gives a difference of 1.9% of the expected value of
1000 V and within the tolerance of 3%.

Other methods
There are more methods to determine the 50% breakdown voltage.

* The multiple-level method

At least ten impulses are applied at each of several test-voltage levels, the voltage interval

ö.V between the different levels have to beabout 3% of the expected Vso.
Vso is found from a curve of breakdown probability versus prospective test voltage.
The determination of Vso becomes more accurate by increasing the number of voltage

applications (generally is 20 applications at each level enough).

* Succesive discharge test

A procedure leading to a disruptive discharge on the test object is applied a number of

times. The test voltage may be increased continuously until a disruptive discharge occurs or

held constant at some level until a disruptive discharge is observed.
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* Assured disruptive-discharge voltage test

Five impulses with a particular peak value, shape and polarity are applied. If each impulse
causes a breakdown, the requirements of the test are satisfied. Otherwise ten additional

impulses are applied, and if each of these cause a breakdown, the requirements of the test
are still satisfied.

The situation in the project

Our breakdown voltage of the standard Iightning impulse is 80 kV. The ~V is in this

situation: 3% of 80 kV = 2.4 kV.
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9. The first testresults

In this phase of the project not many tests are done yet. The tests, that are done, are tests

to determine if the waveform are without disturbances. The expected disturbances can be
disturbances caused by:

• parasitic components (unwanted inductances and capacitances)

• extemal magnetic fields

• interference between both sides of the generating circuit

The operation of the generating circuit is checked with the circuit given in figure 35.

rl~Cs2~

R

Figure 35: The simplest circuit to generate the oscillations

This is the circuit, from 3.4.1, to generate oscillations.

This circuit has been taken to use so few components as possible. All the other participants

in this European project are also using this circuit. When it appears that there are some

problems to get the right signal then the circuit can be extended to more components to get

the circuit given in section 3.4.2.

The first tests with this circuit are done with the following components: Cs2 =1 nFt R =27 0
(bifilar resistor) and L =0 H. The only inductance in the circuit is the inductance of the circuit

itself.

This circuit is tested with a oe power supply with a voltage of 30 V. By using such a low

voltage normal oscilloscope probes can be used. These probes have a much higher
bandwidth than high voltage dividers.

As switch a spark gap is used, but the triggering of it is done by putting a metal tooi
between the spheres.
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When the 'switch' is closed we see the following signaI over the resistor. There is an

oscillation of 19.4 MHz superimposed on the wanted oscillation, with a frequency of 2.7
MHz. See figure 36.
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Figure 36: Results bifilar resistor

The oscillation of 19.4 MHz will be caused by the imperfectness of the components together

with the stray capacitance to earth, which exists anYwhere.
A resistor is not a perfect resistance, but it will also have an inductance and a capacitance

(analogue for a capacitor and an inductor). Aresistor can be seen like drawn in figure 37.

-G t=J
Figure 37: Aresistor with its inductance and capacitance

To see which parasitic components causes the extra oscillation the same measurement is

done with a small27 n metal film resistor (Iow voltage). Metal film resistors have a low

inductance (about 0.01 nH). The result is shown in figure 38.
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Figure 38: Results with metal film resistor
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As can be seen in figure 38 the oscillation of 20 MHz has disappeared with the use of a low

inductive metal film resistor. The circuit is now Iike the one given in figure 39.
Lcir Lca RcaD

Figure 39: The circuit with resistor and parasitic components

From the results it can be seen that the oscillation of 19.4 MHz will be caused by the

inductance of the resistor together with the stray capacitance of the circuit to earth.

A third measurement is done: R is left away. The voltage is measured between Cs2 and

ground. The result is shown in figure 40.
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Figure 40: Results without resistor

As can be seen from figure 40 an oscillation exists without the resistor. The oscillation has a

frequency of 12.2 MHz.
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The circuit looks Iike the one given in figure 41.

Lei

Cs2

1
1nF

stray

Figure 41: The circuit without resistor

Because the stray capacitance, which is in series with the Cs2, will be much lower than the

1 nF (Cs2) the capacitance of the circuit will be Cstray• So the oscillation in this circuit will be

caused by Cstray, I.capand l.cïr.

The Ctltray, 1.R and I.cap+ l.cïr together can be calculated out of the preceding measurement

results, with the following formula:

(j) 1
f = 2H = 2H.JL . C

1) I.cap+l.cïr and Ctltray cause the oscillation frequency of 12.2 MHz.

2) l..cap+l.cïr and Cs2 cause the oscillation frequency of 2.7 MHz.

34

From the last line I.cap+l.cïr can be calculated ~ 3.6 IJH. With this value and the first line Cstray

can be calculated ~ 47 pF.

Ctltray causes together with 1.R an oscillation frequency of 19.4 MHz, 50 the inductance of the

high voltage resistor is:

1

(2H ·19.4 .106 f· 47 .10-12
35

As seen before by changing the high voltage resistor with a low voltage resistor, which is

low inductive, the oscillation of 19.4 MHz has disappeared.

This tests are done with low voltage (30 V) but in real practice high voltage is going to be

used. So this low voltage resistor can't be used on their own.
So aresistor with a low inductance have to be found that can stand high voltages.

This has been done by making more low voltage resistors in series and parallel to get the

situation as given in figure 42 (the rectangle is the testcelI). 30 n can be made of 4 times,

44 resistors of 2.7 n in series, parallel. The strings of resistors are placed in star to get a
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low mutual inductance. The resistor have to be carbon composite because for instance

metal film resistors are not weil designed for pulses. The resistors at the high voltage side

will have more voltage because the stray capacitances to earth will have much influence

with pulses (high frequencies). For this reason the resistor-strings are not straight to make

to make the influence of the parallel capacitances higher than the influences of the stray

capacitances to earth.

Figure 42: A high voltage resistor out of low voltage resistors

It also can have some influence if the capacitor Cs2 is hanging horizontally or if it is

standing vertically. By changing its position the stray capacitances are changed.
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10. Conclusions and recommendations tor the continuation

This report handles about a part of the seeond phase of the European-project: 'Oigital
measurement of parameters used for lightning impulse test for high voltage equipment'.

The most important issues in this report ware:
1. the design, the simulation and the first tests of the testcircuit that generates the different

waveforms.

2. the design, the eonstruction and the testing of the measuring system for measuring the
oscillations and the overshoot.

There are two test circuits designed that can generate the oscillations and the overshoot. The
first one is the most simple one which is going to be used by all the European participants.

When it appears that the generation of the waveforms give some problems a seeond circuit
can be used for generating the oscillations.
This seeond circuit provides a waveform that starts as a eosine wave instead of a sine wave.
The first oscillation peak is more narrow that the other peaks of the waveform. This does not

mean that the frequency is different. The first peak is more steep than the other ones, an extra
inductor prevents this effect. 50 the possible tendency of the effect of the oscillation frequency
on the breakdown behaviour can still be seen.

In chapter 4 it is told how to treat the oil and the testcelI. The most important thing is to do
reference measurements (standard situation) to see if the breakdown strength of the oil has
changed in time.

For the measurement of the standard Iightning impulse a good high voltage divider is available.

The only possible problem can be that this divider has to make a big loop with the test object.
When this loop captures magnetic fields an extra voltage is measured. But this error will
probably be negligible.

For the measurement of the oscillations and the overshoot a measuring system with a high

bandwidth is necessary. It appeared difficult to get a measuring system that can measure high
voltages and high frequencies.

That is why aspecific measuring system has been developed for this project: a differentiating
integrating (DI) system. In theory this system can be used for this project. The Ol-system has

the right bandwidth. The first tests with this system indicate that the practice eorrespond very
weil with the theory. The amplitude can be measured correctly with the Ol-system. The phase
shift can also be measured eorrectly, but then the scale factor will be very large.
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When a more sensitive sensor is used, the scale factor can stay 'Iow'.
When the same sensor is used and the scale factor appears to be too large, a compromise has

to be found between measuring the phase shift and the scale factor.
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Annex 1:

Graphs of the different waveforms with different trigger times
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Annex 2:

The design of the testcell
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